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COMMUNICATION

Communication in the audience on schedule. Other types of communication:
consultation on a schedule on the principle of "Face to face", remotely on the
MicrosoftTeams platform and with the help of an e-mail lecturer. The solution of
"working issues" is possible by the specified phone number.
COURSE ANNOTATION

Currently, the development and improvement of biotechnological drugs is an
urgent problem for the pharmaceutical industry. These drugs have a number of
advantages over their counterparts. Biotechnological methods allow to obtain
cheaper, safer and more effective drugs of protein and nucleic nature, which can be
used in the treatment of various diseases: infectious, oncological, autoimmune, etc. In
addition, biotechnological drugs are also widely used in the prevention of diseases of
various etiologies. In this regard, the main task of the course is to master the basic
concepts, chemical, biopharmaceutical, technological bases of production of
biologicals.
The purpose of teaching the discipline acquaintance of students-pharmacists
with the basics of biotechnology of drugs, with the main achievements of science in
the field of genetic engineering, cell engineering, culture of isolated tissues and cells,
etc.

The main tasks of studying the discipline "Pharmaceutical Biotechnology"
are:
Theoretical:
 - to form students' ideas about the chemical unity of the environment;
 - plant biotechnology, cloning of plant organisms, production of virus-free plants,
production of transgenic plants for the production of drugs
 - biotechnology of microorganisms, genetic engineering, gene cloning,
construction of recombinant DNA, vectors
 - the possibility of cloning animal organisms, individual organs and tissues, the
production of antibiotics and vaccines, hormones, monoclonal antibodies, vitamins
 - the possibility of using viruses, bacteria, plant and animal cells to obtain drugs
 - general methodology for obtaining drugs
 - features of application of existing genetic vectors in molecular cloning - methods
of screening and selection of cells containing recombinant DNA
 - features of selection and purification of the target product
 - methods of obtaining recombinant drugs: interferon, somatotropin, monoclonal
antibodies, vaccines, antibiotics
Practical:
 - to choose the most suitable object for research and production in the field of
biotechnology
 - navigate in molecular genetic methods that can be used to study the properties of
producer organisms
 - calculate the production capacity of bioreactors with different cultivation
conditions on different substrates;
 - prepare nutrient media, disinfect the workplace and sterilize nutrient media for
plant cloning;
 - clone plants, obtain sterile explants and grow plants from them
 - be able to distinguish between natural and artificially created chemicals
 - to study the impact of new materials on the environment and the possibility of
their utilization
 - master the theoretical foundations of the course.
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Forms and methods of teaching
The course will be presented in the form of lectures (10 hours), practical (10
hours), seminar ( 10 hours) classes of organization of independent work of students
(60 hours).
Teaching methods: explanatory-illustrated (multimedia lectures with elements
of discussion communication with applicants for higher education), reproductive,
research, part-search (independent search work, work with literature).
The following teaching methods are used: verbal - story, explanation,
conversation, instruction, lecture, discussion; visual - demonstration of films, visual
equipment (small mechanization), illustrations, materials, demonstration of
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operations and processes of drug production in pharmacies and industrial enterprises;
practical methods - laboratory and practical work; inductive methods (generalization
of the results of observations and experiments). Preference is given to active and
interactive methods and multimedia learning (multimedia lectures, educational films).
The content of the discipline
TOPIC 1. Biotechnology, introduction to the technology of biologicals.
TOPIC 2. The latest advances in biotechnology.
TOPIC 3. Biological agents used in the manufacture of biological products.
TOPIC 4. General principles of designing new organisms for biotechnology
TOPIC 5. Equipment for the implementation of biotechnological processes.
Recommended Books:

Basic:
 S. Spada. G. Walsh Directory of Approved Biopharmaceutical Products 1st
Edition. - CRC Press, 2019. - 336 p.
 C. Kokare PHARMACEUTICAL BIOTECHNOLOGY 1st Edition. - Nirali
Prakashan, 2017. - 274.
 Kayser O. & Warzecha H. Pharmaceutical Biotechnology: Drug Discovery and
Clinical Applications 2nd Edition. - Wiley, 2012. - 658 p.
 Likhach AV Industrial biotechnology / AV Likhach. - MNAU. - 2016. - 116 p.
 Krasnopolsky Yu.M., Zvyagintseva OV Pharmaceutical biotechnology. Aspects of
pharmaceutical chemistry. Yu.M. Краснопольский, О.В. Звягинцева. - Kharkiv:
NTU "KhPI", 2018. - 248 p.
 Krasnopolsky Yu.M., Kleschev NF Pharmaceutical biotechnology. Production of
biologically active substances. - Kharkiv: NTU "KhPI", 2012. - 154 p.
 ГерасименкоVG, Gerasimenko MO, Biotechnology: Textbook / VG
Герасименко, М.О. Герасименко, М.І. Tsvilikhovsky and others; Under common.
ed. V.G. Gera simenka. - K .: Firm "INCOS", 2006. - 647 p.
 State Pharmacopoeia of Ukraine: in 3 volumes / SE "Ukrainian Scientific
Pharmacopoeial Center for Quality of Medicines". -2nd type. –Kharkiv: State
Enterprise “Ukrainian Scientific Pharmacopoeial Center for Quality of Medicines”,
2015. –Vol.1. –1128 s.
 Palmer T., Bonner PL Enzymes: Biochemistry, Biotechnology, Clinical
Chemistry. 2 edition. - Woodhead Publishing; 2007. - 432p.
Information resources:
 www.moz.gov.ua - official website of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine
 fp.com.ua - site of the magazine "Pharmacist practitioner"
 www.provisor.com.ua - the official site of the magazine "Pharmacist"
 Compendium: drugs. - [Electronic resource]. Access
mode:
http://compendium.com.ua/ - as of October 10, 2016.
 State Register of Medicines of Ukraine. - [Electronic resource]. - Access
mode:http://www.drlz.com.ua/ - as of January 10, 2017
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 Database "Equalizer" LLC "Business-Credit" - [Electronic resource]. - Access
mode:http://eq.bck.com.ua/ - as of 20.09.2016
EVALUATION
Methods of current control:
Current control of the discipline carried out in each classroom through various
forms of questionnaires on theoretical issues and assessment of practical skills - at the
end of each topic.
Means of current control of students' knowledge.
- checking the completion of written homework;
- test control of initial and final level of students' knowledge;
- oral examination of the main issues of educational material;
- solving situational problems;
- protection of laboratory work protocols;
- test of practical skills.
Evaluation of the success of the study of each topic of the discipline is
performed on a traditional 4-point scale.
At least 50% of students should be interviewed in a practical (laboratory)
lesson, and at least 30% in a seminar. At the end of the semester (cycle), the number
of grades for students in the group should be the same on average.
At the end of the course, the current performance is calculated as the average
current score, ie the arithmetic mean of all grades obtained by the student on a
traditional scale, rounded to 2 (two) decimal places, for example 4.75.
At the last practical lesson, the teacher is obliged to announce to students the
results of their current academic performance, academic debt (if any).
Only those students who do not have academic debts and have an average
score of at least 3.00 for current academic activities are allowed to take the final
attestation.
The university uses various forms of control of classes in a particular discipline
(oral, written, combined, testing, practical skills, etc.). The results of academic
success of students are presented in the form of assessment on a national scale, 200point and ECTS scale and have standardized generalized criteria for assessing
knowledge: national scale:
- grade "excellent"exhibited to a student who worked systematically during the
semester, showed during the exam versatile and deep knowledge of the program
material, is able to successfully perform the tasks provided by the program, mastered
the content of basic and additional literature, realized the relationship of individual
sections of the discipline, their importance for future profession. showed creative
abilities in understanding and using educational material, showed the ability to
independently update and replenish knowledge; level of competence - high (creative);
- grade "good" exhibited to a student who has shown full knowledge of the
curriculum, successfully performs the tasks provided by the program, mastered the
basic literature recommended by the program, showed a sufficient level of knowledge
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of the discipline and is able to update and update them during further study and
professional activities;
level of competence - sufficient (constructive-variable);
- assessment "satisfactory" exhibited to a student who has shown knowledge of the
basic curriculum in the amount necessary for further study and further work in the
profession, copes with the tasks provided by the program, made some mistakes in
answering the exam and when performing exam tasks, but has the necessary
knowledge to overcoming mistakes under the guidance of a research and teaching
staff, the level of competence - average (reproductive);
- assessment "unsatisfactory"exhibited to a student who did not show sufficient
knowledge of the basic curriculum, made fundamental mistakes in performing the
tasks provided by the program, can not without the help of the teacher to use the
knowledge in further study, failed to master the skills of independent work; level of
competence - low (receptive-productive).
A form of final control knowledge of the discipline in the third year is a test.
The final control in the form of tests is evaluated on a two-point scale:
- grade "credited" exhibited to a student who has completed the curriculum of the
discipline, has no academic debt, the level of competence - high (creative);
- grade "not credited"exhibited to a student who has not completed the curriculum
of the discipline, has an academic debt (average score below 3.0 and / or absences);
level of competence - low (receptive-productive).
The multi-point scale characterizes the actual success of each student in
mastering the discipline. Conversion of the traditional grade from the discipline to
200-point is performed by the information and computer center of the university
program "Contingent" according to the formula:
Average grade point average (current / discipline) x 40

The ECTS rating scale evaluates the achievements of students in the discipline
who study in one course of one specialty, in accordance with the scores obtained by
them, by ranking, namely
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The ECTS scale establishes the student's belonging to the group of the best or
worst among the reference group of classmates (faculty, specialty), ie his rating.
When converting from a multi-point scale, as a rule, the limits of grades "A", "B",
"C", "D", "E" do not coincide with the limits of grades "5", "4", "3" on the traditional
scale. Grade "A" on the ECTS scale cannot be equal to grade "excellent", and grade
"B" - grade "good" and so on. Students who receive grades "Fx" and "F" ("2") are not
included in the list of ranked students. Such students automatically receive a score of
"E" after re-assembly. The grade "Fx" is given to students who scored the minimum
number of points for the current educational activity, but who did not pass the final
control. Grade "F" is given to students who attended all classes in the discipline, but
did not score an average (3, 00) for current educational activities and not admitted to
the final control. Criteria for assessing the current performance of students should be
reflected by the departments in the work programs of the discipline, indicating a clear
structure of student receipt in the assessment class.
The procedure for assessing student learning activities Current
performance.
Evaluation of the success of studying the topics of the discipline is performed on a
traditional 4-point scale. At the practical (laboratory) lesson students must be
interviewed at least once for 2-3 practical (laboratory) lessons (not more than 75% of
students), and at the seminar - at least once for 3-4 lessons (not more than 50) % of
students). At the end of the semester (cycle) the number of grades for students in the
group should be the same on average. At the end of each lesson, the teacher must
announce the students' grades, make an appropriate entry in the Journal of attendance
and student performance and Information on the performance and attendance of
students. At the end of the discipline, the current performance is calculated - the
average current score (arithmetic mean of all current grades on a traditional scale,
rounded to two decimal places). At the last practical lesson, the teacher is obliged to
provide information to students about the results of their current academic
performance and academic debt (if any), as well as when completing the curriculum
in the discipline to fill in the student's record book. To increase the average score in
the discipline, the current grades "3" or "4" are not rearranged.
Semester test.
Assessment of students' performance in the discipline, the study of which is provided
for two or more semesters, is based on the results of their current performance.
Semester credit is given to students who have attended all types of classes in the
discipline in the current semester (there are no omissions of lectures and practical
seminars, laboratory classes). The average score is not calculated during the semester
test. For such students, the teacher is obliged to put "enrolled" in the student's record
book in the last lesson of the discipline in the semester.
Final credit.
Students who have fully completed the curriculum in the discipline have no
academic debt, their average score of current performance is 3.00 or more, in the last
class receive a credit, which is set as "passed" / "not credited". Conversion of a
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traditional national assessment into a multi-point one (maximum 200 points) is
mandatory.
If a student receives a minimum grade point average of 3.00 for current
performance, even if there are unsatisfactory grades, he receives a credit for the
discipline. At the end of the discipline, which ends with the exam, only those students
who have completed all types of work provided for in the curriculum (do not have
passes) are admitted to the final certification, their average score for the current
academic activity is 3.00 and more. For disciplines included in the integrated test
exams Step-1 and Step-2, a mandatory component of the curriculum is the final test
control of the discipline, which includes 50 test questions (30 minutes) as an indicator
of students' acquisition of knowledge. Compilation of the final test control takes
place at the last practical lesson on the discipline in CIAVKYAO according to the
schedule of the educational department, approved by the rector of the university. The
student must provide the correct answers by at least 90% (45 questions). A paper
copy of the results of test control in the discipline signed by the head of the Center is
sent to the department. The teacher files a statement in the Journal of attendance and
student performance and puts assessments of current performance for the last lesson
in the discipline, converting the results on the following scale:
– grade "excellent" - 50 correct answers;
– score "good" - 47-49 correct answers;
– assessment of "satisfactory" - 45-46 correct answers;
– score "unsatisfactory" - 44 correct answers and less
A student who has not passed the final test control in the discipline is considered
to have not completed the program in the discipline. At the last lesson of the
discipline in the semester, the teacher is obliged to put "enrolled" in the student's
record book. Differential credit is set at the last lesson of the discipline based on the
results of the final interview with the mandatory performance by the student of all
types of work provided for in the working curriculum and evaluated for current
learning activities on average not less than 3.00. The grade obtained for the answer
on the differential test and the score of the average current performance during the
study of the discipline are used to calculate the arithmetic mean, which is the overall
grade for the discipline. In the student's record book the teacher enters the grade in
the discipline on the traditional and 200-point scales.
Possibility and conditions for obtaining additional (bonus) points.
 Writing abstracts- these are individual tasks that contribute to the deepening
and expansion of students' theoretical knowledge on certain topics of the
discipline, develop skills of independent work with educational and scientific
literature.
 Availability of scientific report and abstracts (maximum score - 5 points).


Speech at the student scientific conference (maximum score - 5 points).



Participation in a student research group (maximum score - 5 points).
Independent work of students.
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Indicate forms of independent work, methods of control, evaluation criteria and
deadlines.
Student's independent work (STS) is the main means of mastering educational
material in free time from classroom activities.
Independent work of the student includes: processing of educational material,
performance of individual tasks, research work.
Study time allotted for independent work is regulated by the curriculum.
The content of the student's independent work on a particular discipline is
determined by the working curriculum, teaching materials, tasks and instructions of
the teacher.
The student's independent work is provided by the system of educational and
methodical maintenance provided by the working curriculum of discipline:
educational and methodical manuals, lecture notes, collections of tasks, sets of
individual semester tasks, methodical recommendations on the organization of
independent work and performance of separate tasks, electronic and other educational
and methodical materials. .
Appropriate scientific and periodical literature is also recommended for the
student's independent work.
The educational material of the discipline, provided for mastering by the
student in the process of independent work, is submitted for the final control together
with the educational material, which was studied during the classroom classes.
Independent work of students contributes to the formation of independence, initiative,
discipline, accuracy, sense of responsibility, necessary for the future specialist in
education and professional activities.
Evaluation criteria:
Availability of bibliographic review of scientific literature on the relevant topic
of VTS (maximum score - 5 points).
Availability of scientific report and abstracts (maximum score - 5 points).
Speech at the student scientific conference (maximum score - 5 points).
The absence of one or another component reduces the score by the appropriate
number of points.
The results of the current control of knowledge and competencies obtained by
students as a result of independent work are entered into the statement of current and
final performance and are taken into account when setting the final score.
COURSE POLICY:
Deadline and recompilation policy. The final control is carried out in the
audience in the penultimate week. In case of absence or low result, the final written
control is rescheduled once in the last week on the day of the scheduled consultation
(Thursday 15.00-16.00). In case of non-compliance with the policy on deadlines and
rescheduling, control measures are considered not passed.
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Academic Integrity Policy: the course involves the writing of abstracts (SRS)
that will be tested for academic integrity (according to the Regulations on the
Commission on Academic Integrity of Odessa National Medical University).
Attendance and lateness policy: attendance practical classes is mandatory,
lateness is not desirable. Points for attending classes are not accrued. An important
reason for absence from classes is an illness, which is confirmed by a certificate from
a doctor (hospital).
Mobile devices: with the permission of the teacher it is allowed to use a
smartphone, tablet or other device for storing and processing information.
Behavior in the audience or remotely on the Microsoft Teams platform:
active, business and creative atmosphere.
Audience behavior:
1. When working in the classrooms of the Department of Drug Technology it is
necessary to maintain cleanliness, silence, order.
2. Students are not allowed to be in classrooms without a robe and medical cap.
The hair must be collected.
3. Everyone should know where the fire protection and first aid kit are.
4. Smoking, eating, drinking water or other beverages are prohibited in the
laboratory.
5. Experiments should be performed only in clean containers. At the end of the
experiments, the dishes should be washed immediately.
6. During work, you should be very careful and tidy, make sure that the
substances do not get on clothes, skin and eyes.
7. It is inadmissible to check substances or solutions for taste. It is necessary to
sniff substances, carefully directing on itself steam or gas with easy movement
of a hand.
8. The container in which the substances or solutions are stored must have a label
with the name of the substance or with the composition of the solution.
9. When heating liquids and solids in test tubes and flasks, do not direct the hole
at yourself or a neighbor. It is forbidden to look into the hole of the test tube
from above.
10.At the end of the work it is necessary to turn off gas, water, electricity.
11.It is forbidden to pour concentrated solutions of acids, alkalis, salts of heavy
metals into a sink.
12.When working with toxic substances, concentrated acids and alkalis, phenol,
organic solvents, etc., it is necessary to use goggles, gas masks, respirators, etc.
13.Experiments with flammable substances (ether, gasoline, acetone, alcohol, etc.)
are performed away from fire and switched on electrical appliances.
14.In the event of a fire, immediately turn off the gas, turn off electrical
appliances in the laboratory. Quickly remove all flammable substances away
from the fire, and extinguish the flame with a fire extinguisher, sand or use a
fire blanket. Do not fill the fire with water.
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15.If someone's clothes catch fire, it is necessary to knock the victim to the floor
and quickly cover him with a woolen blanket, while running around the
laboratory is prohibited, as the flame will increase.
16.In case of thermal burns, make lotions immediately with an alcoholic solution
of tannin, ethanol or a solution of potassium permanganate.
17.At burns by acids it is necessary to wash out at once the struck place with
running water, then with 5% solution of sodium bicarbonate
18.At burns by alkalis it is necessary to wash out at once the struck place with
running water, then 3% solution of boric or acetic acid.
19.If acid or alkali gets into the eyes, rinse quickly with a small stream of tap
water for 3-5 minutes, then rinse the eyes with sodium bicarbonate solution (in
the case of acid) or boric acid solution (in the case of alkali). After that, you
need to see a doctor.
20.Skin affected by an organic substance (eg phenol) should be washed with
plenty of alcohol or a second neutral solvent. The injured student must be sent
to the emergency room.
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